Nerve and Muscle week 1 – Membrane physiology & Electrophysiology
Cell membrane
- Phospholipids, cholesterol, proteins
Phospholipid structure
- Derived from triacylglycerol’s in which a phosphate containing head substitutes for one of the
terminal (a) fatty acyl chains
Phospholipids
- Polar region composed of the charged phosphate containing group and a non-polar region
composed of the remaining two fatty acyl chains
- Polar head- water soluble, hydrophilic
- Non polar tails- lipid soluble, hydrophobic
Cell membrane
- Phospholipid bilayer, 2x SA
- Also, around intracellular organelles- regulating
their own movements
- Proteins have polar and non-polar amino acids
- Peripheral proteins- receptors, sensors
- Integral proteins- protein channels
- Floats- not rigid structure
Protein channels have polar within the channel
Non-polar regions on the outside
Hydropathy plot- demonstrates movement (in/out)
Amino acids in proteins
Polar = can loose/gain H+
Ionized= permanently lost/gained H+
*Know why they are in membrane proteins
Membrane transport
Passive
- Diffusion, facilitated diffusion, osmosis
Active transport (needs carrier)
Diffusion
- Passive process in which ions or molecules move down chemical (concentration) or electrical
gradients
- For movement down chemical gradients J= -DA(dc/dx)
- J= net rate of diffusion
- A= area of diffusion plane
- Dc/dx= concentration gradient
- D= diffusion coefficient
Diffusion coefficient tis dependent on temperature, molecular or ionic radius, properties of the
medium
Pore- always open
Channel- regulated. Gated
For lipid-soluble molecules permeability is related to the oil-water partition coefficient

All cells have osmotic pressure
Pure h20 – no pressure
Solution has ions- creates pressure
Osmosis
The flow of water across a semipermeable membrane from a compartment in which the solute
concentration is higher to one in which the solute concentration is lower.
Water moves to area with the greatest concentration
Osmotic pressure is the function of total solute concentration
Osmolarity (osmolality)is the total of concentration of all osmotic active species
Osmoles/litre = Osmolarity
Osmoles/kg water = osmolality
Isotonic- denoting or relating to a solution having the same osmotic pressure as some other solution,
especially one in a cell or a body fluid.
Hypertonic- solution that has a greater concentration of solutes on the outside of a cell when
compared with the inside of a cell.
Hypotonic- having a lower osmotic pressure than a particular fluid, typically a body fluid or
intracellular fluid.

Carrier proteins
- Binds specific solutes
- Conformational hange involved
- Slow through specific
- Never fully open
Channel protein
- Pore (no conformational change)
- FAST (less specific)
- Always open

Facilitated diffusion ad active transport are examples of carrier
mediated transport involving specific membrane bound transport
proteins.
Carrier mediated diffusion- faster at low concentrations until max

-

Organelles also have their own pumps

